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Data Installation 
 
1.  The last line of the contents of the text file “AL_State_Plane_W_WKT.txt” in the Geoserver 
folder needs to be pasted at the end of the following text file under Tomcat: 
 
webapps/geoserver/data/user_projections/espg.properties      
 
Note:  It is a very long single line of data.  This allows Geoserver to use ESPG projection 
number 102630, Alabama State Plane West coordinates.  Geoserver will need to be restarted to 
use this projection. 
 
 
2.  The following files from the Geoserver folder go into the following path under Tomcat: 
 
webapps/geoserver/data/data/shapefiles/ Parcels_DT.dbf,  Streets_DT.dbf,  Zoning_DT.dbf  
      Parcels_DT.fix,  Streets_DT.fix,  Zoning_DT.fix 
      Parcels_DT.prj,  Streets_DT.prj,  Zoning_DT.prj 
      Parcels_DT.qix,  Streets_DT.qix,  Zoning_DT.qix 
      Parcels_DT.sbn,  Streets_DT.sbn,  Zoning_DT.sbn 
      Parcels_DT.sbx,  Streets_DT.sbx,  Zoning_DT.sbx 
      Parcels_DT.shp,  Streets_DT.shp,  Zoning_DT.shp 
      Parcels_DT.shx,  Streets_DT.shx,  Zoning_DT.shx 
      Parcels_DT.sld,  Streets_DT.sld,  Zoning_DT.sld 
 
3.  In Geoserver, the Feature Set ID’s and the styles need to be loaded for each shapefiles above.  
They should be named:  “Parcels”, “Streets”, and “Zoning”. 
 
 
4.  The following files in the Mapserver folder go into following path under Tomcat: 
 
webapps/mapbuilder/demo/Zoning/  config.xml 
      index.html 
      legend.PNG 
      stylesheet-P.xsl 
      stylesheet-S.xsl 
      stylesheet-Z.xsl 
 
webapps/mapbuilder/demo/data/context/ Zoning.xml 
 
 
5.  VERY IMPORTANT NOTE:  This site was developed for Microsoft Internet Explorer.  
The website’s “Info” button does not return data in Mozilla Firefox but it does work in 
Microsoft Internet Explorer.  Further research on the Firefox incompatibility problem 
needs to be conducted. 
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Project Summary 
 
The City of Gulf Shores is required to maintain a map showing the current zoning of property 
within the City corporate limits.  The new version of this map is soon to be published at a 
1:24,000 scale on an oversized 36” x 72” plot size.  This is the closest scale possible to show the 
City Limits and Police Jurisdiction on a single plot.  Plotting at a larger scale and splitting the 
map onto multiple pages was rejected because of the politically unfavorable perception of 
splitting the City into two portions; the “old” traditional portion of Gulf Shores from the newly 
annexed areas on the Fort Morgan Peninsula and for its inconvenience.   The limits on scale for 
the official map create the need for an alternate way of viewing some of the denser areas of the 
City’s zoning and parcel data.  This demo is an open source online web mapping solution to 
provide a very flexible alternative way to view the data and query basic data from each layer. 
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Data Sets Used   
 
These data sets were used in the online zoning map demonstration: 
 

• Baldwin County Parcel Data – a set of polygon data outlining the extent of individual 
parcels and containing data on their location, ownership, improvements, and value kept 
for tax purposes.  The City’s GIS consultant provides monthly updates of this data from 
the County.  The application returns the Parcel Identification Number (PIN) for each 
parcel polygon queried.  This number can be entered into the County’s website for full 
tax parcel information. 

  
• Baldwin County Street Data – a set of line data showing the centerlines of City streets 

and containing the street name.  This was added to give the user additional landmarks for 
identifying properties.  The application returns the street name if the street is clicked. 

 
• City of Gulf Shores Zoning Data – a set of polygons created from a combination of 

SARPC and the Baldwin County parcel data created over the past few years and cleaned 
up by City personnel over the last year.  The application returns the Zoning District ID 
for each parcel polygon queried.   

 
Since there are well over 20,000 parcels and zoning polygons, a small portion of the downtown 
Gulf Shores area around the Intracoastal Waterway was used for the demonstration.   
 
 
 

Application Toolbar  -   
 
The toolbar contains the basic tools used in the application.  The tools from left to right are: 
“Zoom In”, “Zoom Out”, “Pan”, “Reset”, and “Get Info”.  The first three tools are mostly self-
explanatory to anyone who has used an online mapping application, “Reset” sets the map 
window back to the full extent of the data, and “Get Info” returns data to the table in the lower 
right side of the application for any feature or features queried. 


